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“Capitalization of the culture” and “Capitalization of the hometown” are actively discussed in folklore now. The criticism to learning that a critical discussion to a regional promotion business and a cultural business of an administrative initiation chiefly occupies the main current, and “Essence principle” side of folklore contributed to the business measure of such the administration is developed there. However, these discussions seem to be done while turned one’s eyes away from the familiar, serious problem that the dweller in the region has. This text takes up the problem of “Marginal village” as a big problem that the farming village is faced, and analyzes the practice of the site where the solution is attempted while making the best use of a folk culture finding from two cases with Shimane Prefecture Oda City Oshiro-town and the Niigata Prefecture Tokamachi City Matsuda-town. It is an attempt that starts asking the new meaning while seeing the process of the capitalization while the discussion about the past has stayed in the criticism to the capitalization of government manufacture. Moreover, I attempt the construction of the methodology of a sound capitalization to be able to institute folklore, and introduce the settlement of the attempt to practice on the site in the Iwate Prefecture Shimokita District Iwaizumi-town. These are great problems and the halfway examinations that are not brought up from a region on the way for the examination, however I hope if coming to create a stir in the current discussion about a one-sided “Capitalization” criticism a little.
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